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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe MDAR, tell about the agency and what it does, why we got this job (who has jurisdiction over trees)-MDAR is concerned with animal health, pesticide licensing and regulation, marketing of local food and farms, and Forest Pest control-Some funding for Forest Pest outreach comes from the USDA at the federal level (PPQ – USDA APHIS Plant Protection and Quarantine – Funds CAPS (Cooperative Agricultural Pest Survey))The Massachusetts Introduced Pests Outreach Project is part of the Cooperative Agricultural Pest Survey (CAPS), a partnership between all 50 states and the USDA to detect and monitor exotic pests, pathogens and weeds. Each fall, the Massachusetts CAPS Committee, with members from the Mass. Department of Agricultural Resources, USDA APHIS-PPQ, UMass Extension, and non-governmental organizations with a stake in the state’s agricultural resources, meets in order to decide which pests will be the focus of the next year’s survey and outreach efforts.



 An introduced pest, native to 
Asia 

 Longhorned beetle, 
Cerambycidae family 
 Scientific Name: 
 Anoplophora glabripennis 

 Attacks hardwood trees by 
boring through wood 

 Over 30,000 trees lost in Mass 
alone 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scientific name definitions: Glabri = glabrous = smooth, having no hairs (reference to shiny wing covers)Pennis = wings – refers to wing coversPoint out the defining characteristics here – shiny black with white spots(elytra = wing covers – point them out on illustration)Pronounced: Ser-am-bih-cih-die or ser-am-bih-ci-deePronounced: anaPLOphora glabripennis



 

 Local Impacts 
 Loss of shade 
 Noise barriers 
 Wildlife habitat 

 Regional Impacts 
 Tourism 
 Maple syrup industry 
 Historical/Cultural Areas 
 Timber industry 
 Nursery industry 

 

Loss of trees,  
Loss of quality of life 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not included in economic estimates: “Ecosystem services” – things trees provide that are hard to put a price on, such as flood/erosion control, oxygen and carbon dioxide absorption, etc. Mention iTree tool - http://www.itreetools.org/ See http://www.unri.org/wsb4713307301/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/nutrition_brief.pdf for a “Tree Nutrition Information Label” piece on exactly 	which services each tree provides.On a more general note, other nuggets to include are:Loss of shade = increased summer cooling costs to homeowners – summer energy use increased by 37% in affected neighborhoods (“The effect of trees on northeastern residential neighborhood energy use for cooling” by Morzuch, Weil, Hoque)Trees make excellent noise barriersWildlife habitat – squirrels now may have nowhere to go and could move into attics in neighborhoods where trees have been removedHistorical and cultural areas are also at risk – trees give historic homes and sites a sense of “place” and also gives them a certain character that would change if they weren’t there.  Say the name of the park or other relevant area near your audience.  (Personalize) 	



Source: Kenneth R. Law, USDA APHIS-PPQ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What you DO NOT want to happen in your town!These street trees were Norway Maples, a common host (ironically, also an invasive, but that’s another story); ALB does not attack conifers which is why you still see the evergreen trees in the background.It only takes the crew about 20 minutes to cut down and chip up a tree using a large crane, chainsaw and chipper. All the trees on this street could have been cut down and chipped in ONE DAY. So, imagine leaving in the morning to the picture on the left, and returning in the evening to your street looking like the picture on the right. Now imagine it’s a 90-degree summer day and all the trees are leafed out. Which street would YOU rather walk down? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some of the “Ecosystem Services” that trees provideTo fill out your own tree benefit label, start by going to the http://www.treebenefits.com/calculator/mapselect.cfm website. Once there, enter the Species and DBH (diameter at breast height) of the tree, and the program crunches the numbers. Another source: http://www.itreetools.org/     



 
 
ALB originates in Asia 
Infested wood in Asia may be used to 
manufacture solid wood packing material 
(spools, crates, pallets). ALB larvae may 
be present in this material when it is 
shipped to businesses across the US.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regulations are in place now to prevent this:Pallets must be fumigated or treated before shipping (regulations have been in place since 1998).  We won’t catch everything but it helps. We know how the beetle got to North America but not exactly where or how it got in.  We have slowed down new introductions of this pest.



December 1998: USDA amended 
regulations to require treatment 
or fumigation of all SWPM from 
China to prevent further 
introduction of exotic wood 
boring pests 

International Plant Protection Convention stamps from China (DBMB stands 
for Fumigation with methyl bromide; HT stands for “Heat Treated”) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep in mind, just a small percentage of imported material is physically inspected before entering the USA (it would take a huge amount of staff/resources to do more than this). Fumigation requirements are an important step but not a 100% guarantee that all SWPM is pest-free.For example, an adult Asian longhorned beetle was found in an Ohio warehouse in 2009. Ohio did surveys in the area surrounding that warehouse all winter of 2009, but did not find any signs of ALB.Sometimes beetles will be found inside the warehouse but do not spread outside and cause an infestation (why not?)



 

Discovered in Boston 
in 2010 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that yellow shading on map is depicting maple forests. Why is this a concern?ALB was first detected in the United States in New York in August 1996.  All of the US detections occurred because of discoveries by private citizens (not formal government surveys).The US infestations are thought to be the result of at least three separate introductions through the importation of infested solid wood packing material. New York/Jersey City, NJIllinois – Chicago 1998 – declared eradicated in 2008. It can be done but Chicago’s infestation was much smaller than Worcester’s, so ours will take longer.  Middlesex/Union Counties, NJ (More info at: http://www.unri.org/webcasts/archive/march-2009-2/)ALB was also found on Staten Island in 2007The latest ALB find was in Bethel Ohio in 2011Note than in MA infestations have been found in both Boston and Worcester



 On its own, a beetle may fly up to a 
mile  

 (1/2 a mile is more likely) 
 The real risk: Movement of wood 

 Storm debris 
 Removal of wood after tree 

maintenance 
 Firewood 

 

 www.dontmovefirewood.org  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beetles typically do not fly from tree unless:Overcrowded/No space left to lay eggsDisturbed by humans, animalsMuch, much more likely that humans will move wood than that beetles will spread naturally to new areaThis is why it is important to convey the point that EVERY town/city is at risk, not just locations adjacent to Worcester!Consider the chances that people took wood from the regulated area to go camping, or to a vacation home, ski lodge, etc.

http://www.dontmovefirewood.org/�


     Male       Female 

Shiny black body Bluish tinge to feet 

Bright 
white 
splotches 

White-banded 
antennae 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an animated slide, ID characters come up after a set of 5 mouse clicks. Best ID characteristics: shiny black body, white spots. Some people describe the shiny black body as “patent leather”, others as “like a bowling ball”This is called the “starry sky beetle” in ChinaThe beetle has blue legs and feet, but keep in mind this is more obvious on live specimens and fades when they are dead, so it may not always be an apparent feature.Size is not the best characteristic to use when reporting an insect (people typically exaggerate the size, sometimes saying it is as big as their hand)Also antennae are usually positioned close to the body on preserved specimens, but may be forward as well.  Females have larger bodies than males, but male antennae are longerVariations in amount of white spots and white on antennae are just due to genetic variation 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide outlines the life cycle; the following slides describe each phase in more detail.  Adults emerge sometime in July (this is weather dependent); you can see them until frost occurs.  Most damage occurs inside the tree where the larvae are feeding.In 2012, emergence was not confirmed until July 26th, despite the warm weather. This may be because so many trees have been removed that there are fewer beetles left to find.   Timing of each part of lifecycle: 10-14 days for the egg to hatch Larvae overwinter in the heartwood of the tree, still feedingThe pupal stage occurs 2 weeks before emergence; pupae make larger “pupal chambers” to stay in Adults emerge from July – frost to feed on leaves ( this is very minor damage, not really visible) for 2 weeks, then breedThe larvae are active over the WINTER in the trees.  This is when most damage is occurring, but you won’t see any beetles.  The beetle has a one year life cycle; a female can lay 40-90 eggs during a season.  



 Female chews into bark, lays one egg per site 
 Male guards female during this process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 NOTE: if you want to insert the video in here, instead of a photo,  it is available for download at:  http://massnrc.org/pests/albimages/videos/MVI_6262.avi  A female can lay approximately 40-90 eggs in a year (females that emerge earlier in summer have more opportunities to lay eggs) People think “mate guarding” is mating – but mating actually occurs prior to egg-laying. Mate guarding is done by the male to prevent other males from mating with the female, thus replacing his genetic material with theirs.  It takes a female about an hour to chew an egg pit.  



Fresh egg site with sap 

Recent egg site 

Old egg site (2+ yrs) 

 Divots in bark, about ½ in wide 
 Easiest to spot the season that 

they are made, then they fade 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oviposition sites = egg-laying sitesThese are really tough to find!Fresh sites are often orange in color, since the female has chewed into the living, cambium layer of the tree. The site then heals over, like a scab on a scraped knee, and gets darker with time, often changing shape as the tree grows. Fresh egg-laying sites often ooze saps right after they are made, so you may see foamy sap dripping from trees, and wasps and other insects are attracted to it and feed on it.



 Larvae survive 
winters inside 
wood 

 Bore deep into 
the heartwood 
of the tree 

 Matchstick- 
like “FRASS” is 
characteristic 
of this wood- 
boring insect 

Frass 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eggs hatch after 10-14 daysWorm-like larvae burrow into wood, going deeper as season progressesLarvae slow down in winter, but do not “hibernate”They turn back to head out of tree when they gets close to pupating (changing into adult form)This stage is where most of the damage to the tree occurs.  Larvae leave behind “frass,” which are droppings. They eat wood, so they excrete wood. 



 Perfectly round (like a drill hole) 
exit holes 3/8” to 1/2” diameter.  

 Pencil test – Possible exit hole if 
you can place a regular pencil 
inside the hole at least 1 inch. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The Greater Worcester Land Trust hands out pencils and calls them “Beetle Detector” tools . *Don’t forget to tell people not to go climbing trees to stick the pencils in … we do not want anyone getting hurt!*Holes will be RANDOM  - not in a row! If holes are in a row/pattern, it may be due to something else, such as woodpecker damage



 

 Maple** 
 Horsechestnut* 
 Elm* 
 Willow* 
 Birch* 
 Sycamore/Plane tree 
 Mountain Ash 
 Hackberry 
 Ash 
 Poplar/Cottonwood 
 Mimosa 
 Katsura 
 Golden Raintree 

**, * preferred 

Willow Birch 

Elm Horsechestnut 

Maple 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maple is the most preferred host!Golden Raintree was only recognized as a host in July 2011



 

 ALB attacks Hardwoods, not Softwoods 
 Not in pine, fir, spruce, etc. 

 ALB is not known to attack: 
 Oak 
 Cherry 
 Crabapple 

 
 TIP: ALB may attack “non-host” 

hardwoods in a heavily infested area, 
but… 

 Holes in a single oak tree surrounded by healthy maples are 
not caused by ALB 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People that don’t know trees well may understand better if you call pines/fir/spruce “Christmas trees”If ALB attacks an oak, the larvae do not survive to damage the tree.Not a main point, but if trees are close they can walk from tree to treeSoftwoods describe the type of tree, not “soft wood” 



 ALB is not the only thing 
that makes holes in trees; 
holes do NOT follow any 
pattern 

 ALB takes several years to 
kill a tree 

 ALB only feeds on live trees, 
not dead wood 

 Poor tree health alone is not 
a good indicator of ALB 

 Larvae of ALB are very 
similar looking to the larvae 
of many of the over 200 
native longhorned beetle 
species in Massachusetts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even highly infested trees in Worcester still had plenty of green leaves, with healthy-looking branches (refer to this photo) A tree that dies in a year or two is probably not killed by ALBDead trees will have many holes in them, from other wood-boring insects, birds, etc.Poor tree health is still a good reason to inspect a tree for ALB damage!It is difficult to distinguish ALB larvae from those of other wood-boring beetles; often, this can be determined in a laboratoryFor the next 8 sets (16  slides) there are 2 slides for each quiz question, and the second slide presents the answers



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This photo was taken at the EcoTarium in Worcester.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is almost always someone in the audience who can recognize what caused this damageHow do you know?



 ALB holes would not be clustered or in rows 

Woodpecker Damage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Woodpecker/sapsuckerThe key here: ALB does not emerge from tree in organized lines! Straight horizontal/vertical lines typically is bird damage.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a photo sent in by a concerned citizen.Justify your guess!



 ALB does not attack dead wood 
 ALB is not the only thing that makes holes in trees 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes, it passes the pencil test, BUT there are only a few holes, and even trees with hundreds of holes can still appear to be otherwise healthy, so you cannot say that ALB killed this treeAside from which, there is no way to tell what kind of tree this was – it could have been a conifer or other non-host treeMany things do make holes in dead trees



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note branches sprouting below points of damage



 Perfectly round holes  
 Bark splitting from larvae tunneling  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
YES.  Note new growth from below area of damage (“epicormic shoots”)  Here you can see two exit holes and at least one egg laying site 





 Oval shaped, about 1/2” wide. 
 Mandible marks on edges. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Egg-laying (oviposition) siteEggs are tic-tac shaped, 3-4mm long – like a grain of rice. They are laid under the bark. 





 No white spots on wing covers 
 Solid black antennae 

Broadnecked Root Borer 
(Prionus laticollis) 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Argh!   A giant beetle thing!  Squish now, ID later?



 Shiny black, bright white spots 
 Blue tinged feet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specimens and pictures are not always in “perfect” condition  - so sometimes you have to work with what you’ve got (even if they are smushed). Preferably, adult beetles should be captured and preserved (in a glass jar, in the freezer) until they can be examined by a professional. At the very least, take a photo if possible of the intact beetle before you smush it!  





 Legs flare out at the bottom. 
 Brown body, geometric pattern on wings. 

Western Conifer Seed Bug 
(Leptoglossus occidentalis) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a “home invader” that you are likely to see in the winter when ALB is not activeSome people know this as a “stink bug” since they emit and odor when you squash them.





 Mottled coloring, not shiny black 
 Distinct white spot behind the head 

White-Spotted Pine Sawyer 
(Monochamus scutellatus) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lifecycle of the Pine Sawyer: This beetle is active much earlier than ALB – populations usually peak around Memorial Day weekend in Mass.2011-2012 had such a mild winter that reports were submitted for the Whitespotted Pine Sawyer as early as April 21ID characteristics – the distinguishing feature is the white spot behind the head. Also, this species is is rough, not smooth, and lacks a lot of the spotting and also the blue feet of ALB 



 Removal and stump grinding of infested 
trees 

 Disposal within the regulated area 

 Annual compliance training for industry 

 Further survey required after removal 
before eradication can be declared 

 

 Delimitation of infestation 

 Prompt response to reports 
 

 



Cities & Towns State & Federal 
Agencies 

Public 

You! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ALB infestation in Worcester led to the development of the Mass. Cooperative Eradication Program.These and other agencies work together towards eradication: USDA and DCR: Regulate the quarantine zone, survey and remove treesDCR: In charge of replanting; works with cities and towns along with the Worcester Tree Initiative to complete this taskMDAR: Outreach coordinationAlso other local, state & federal agencies may be involved such as Forest Service, the DEP if wetlands are present, etc.  The Public (that’s YOU) is also very important to the eradication effort. Most discoveries of infested trees have been made by the general public. Donna Massie, a concerned citizen, saw the beetle and looked up Google images until she came across one. One expansion of the regulated area occurred because a 6-year-old boy found signs of damage and knew where to call, so he did. 



 Infestation discovered 2008 

 At least 15 years old 

 Surveys of the infested area 
have led to designation of a 
110 square mile regulated 
area 

 Regulated area includes 
Worcester, West Boylston, 
Boylston, Shrewsbury, part 
of Holden and a small 
section of Auburn. 

 3,031,940 trees surveyed as 
of 1/12/13 

 
Regulated area, last  updated 10/17/2011 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IMPORTANT: This map is from 10/17/11. CHECK TO MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE LATEST MAP AND INFO BEFORE YOU GIVE A TALK!!! Email jennifer.forman-orth@state.ma.us or call Jenn at 617-626-1735 for details, or check http://massnrc.org/pests/alb  The regulated area is set not just based on infested trees, but also must take into mind geographical and political boundaries, so that the area can be easily defined.  The infestation itself may not actually be expanding, but the regulated area can expand if further infestations are found.  



Tree Removals 
 
 30,000+ trees removed so far 

 10,000 trees removed in 1st 
 month, January 2009 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHECK TO MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE LATEST INFO BEFORE YOU GIVE A TALK!!! Email jennifer.forman-orth@state.ma.us or call Jenn at 617-626-1735 for details!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wood must be chipped to less than 1” in each of two dimensions. At that point it is “deregulated” and may be moved outside the quarantine zone. People are typically skeptical about whether this ensures that the beetle cannot be spread through the mulch/chips to new areas. Consider: The force exerted on the wood as it is chipped in strong enough to crush virtually anything inside If an egg or larva somehow made it through the chipping process intact, the piece of wood it was in would be too small for it to complete its life cycle (larvae do not crawl to new wood pieces or trees). Larvae require intact wood and an environment of constant high humidity to survive. Exposure at some point to less ideal conditions (in chip pile, through turning or spreading of mulch) would cause them to dry out and die. Even if somehow an intact adult made it through the entire process (very unlikely!), there would have to be an equally unlikely event occurring to start a new population: an adult male and female emerging together at the same timeDeregulated wood chips are often sold, with the proceeds being used to fund the purchase of additional trees for replanting.  In the past, chips have been sold as mulch and for burning to generate electricity. Source: Impacts of Chipping on Surrogates for the Longhorned Beetle Anoplophora glabripennis (Coleoptera: Cerambycidae) in LogsBaode Wang, Victor C. Mastro, and Win H. McLaneJournal of Economic Entomology Dec 2000 : Vol. 93, Issue 6, pg(s) 1832-1836 doi: 10.1603/0022-0493-93.6.1832



Photos by Eric Seaborn, DCR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation and USDA are working to plant trees in the areas where removals occurred. They work with the affected cities and towns, as well as the Worcester Tree Initiative, a non-profit organization dedicated to replanting and educating the public about proper tree care The Spring replanting season is short – major replanting occurs in fall, concluding around first week of November.



 Officials have designated 
a 10 square mile 
regulated area in a 
1.5mile radius around 
the infestation 

 Regulated area includes 
Boston and part of 
Brookline 

 88,755 trees checked as 
of 1/12/13 

Regulated area, last updated 7/6/2010 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHECK TO MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE LATEST MAP AND INFO BEFORE YOU GIVE A TALK!!! Email jennifer.forman-orth@state.ma.us or call Jenn at 617-626-1735 for details, or check http://massnrc.org/pests/alb!The regulated area is set not just based on infested trees, but also must take into mind geographical and political boundaries, so that the area can be easily defined.  Faulkner Hospital, where the infestation was found by a groundskeeper, is directly across the street from the Arnold Arboretum. The Arboretum has been surveyed multiple times; thankfully, no infested trees have been found there. 



Recommended Tools: 
 Binoculars 
 Flagging tape: to mark trees. 

 GPS if you have one; draw a map 
or use Google Maps if you don’t! 

 Camera: to photograph 
beetles, damaged trees, 
sites. 

 Pencil: to test “exit holes” 
 Specimen jar in summer/fall. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: Mass. Dept. of Agricultural Resources can help you set up a tree survey or can assist you in conducting your own outreach!Contact Stacy Kilb at 617-626-1764 for details.



Found something odd? 
 
1. Get a specimen or a photo! 
 Save specimens in a container in the freezer, or in a jar with 

rubbing alcohol 
 

2. Report online: 
http://massnrc.org/pests 
 

3. ALB? Call 1-866-702-9938 
4. Or, call the MDAR pest hotline: 617-626-1779 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have internet access, you can visit the website in this slide

http://massnrc.org/pests�


massnrc.org/pests/alb 
twitter.com/albtweets 
Facebook.com/asianlonghornedbeetle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This website is for reporting but also has all the latest ALB info for Massachusetts!You can also see and request the other materials we have available at www.massnrc.org/pests/alb/albmedia.htm 



 

 Everyone can help stop ALB! 

 Keep an ALB ID card with you 
 Inform your colleagues about ALB  
 Survey your municipality’s trees 

and your yard, neighborhood or 
favorite park  

 Report it! 

 

Source: Peter P. Grima 



Contact: 
 

Stacy Kilb 
stacy.kilb@state.ma.us 
617-626-1764 
http://massnrc.org/pests/alb 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You should feel free to add a slide with your own contact info, or remove/alter this one, but please place a credit to the author and the Mass. Dept. of Ag Resources somewhere within the presentation.
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